**ANNUAL RETREAT “KIEL LIFE SCIENCE” (KLS)**  
**HOTEL WALDSCHŁÖSSCHEN, SCHLESWIG, NOVEMBER 21/22, 2019**  
**CONFERENCE LANGUAGE: ENGLISH**

**„KIEL LIFE SCIENCE“: NUTRITION**

**THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 2019**

until 14:30 h  
Check-in at Hotel Waldschlösschen, Schleswig, Coffee

14:30 – 14:40 h  
**Opening address**  
*Thomas Bosch*

14:40 – 15:40 h  
**Keynote lecture (Nutrition from a medical point of view)**  
*Karine Clément, INSERM, Paris, FR*

15:40 – 16:30 h  
**Overview Nutrition-Projects in KLS**  
*Matthias Laudes*

16:30 – 17:00 h  
Coffee break

17:00 – 18:00 h  
**Keynote lecture (Nutrition from the view of genome-based animal production)**  
*Rainer Roehe, Scotland’s Rural College, Edinburgh, UK*

18:00 – 18:30 h  
Photo session

18:30 – 19:30 h  
Dinner

19:30 – 20:15 h  
**Flash talks** (Presentation of (max 20) selected posters 1,5 min + 1 slide each)

20:15 – 23:00 h  
**Presentation of Individual Research Projects within KLS (Poster Session)**  
*includes wine and beer*

**FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 2019**

until 09:00 h  
Breakfast, Check-out

09:00 – 10:30 h  
**Plenary Discussion on the subject of Nutrition**  
*Thomas Bosch, Karine Clément, Rainer Roehe, Matthias Laudes, Thomas Roeder (tbd), Margret Sauter, Karin Schwarz, Georg Thaller*

10:30 – 11:00 h  
Coffee break

11:00 – 11:40 h  
**Presentation of the KLS-Postdoc Awards 2019**

11:40 – 12:10 h  
Seventh General Assembly

12:10 – 13:10 h  
Lunch

13:15 h  
Departure of Shuttle